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S
ummer is nearly over, all the kids have gone back 
to school in my area, and the dog shows are finally 
starting back up in my neck of the woods. In trying 
to find a theme for this quarter’s column, I saw that I 
had several porcelains that have people wearing hats 

while out with their Borzoi, and so the column follows that notion. 
I have two that I particularly love couldn’t decide which to save as 
best for last, so you decide between the final two pieces that you 
believe are the best of the bunch.

I will begin with this uncommon Germany 
marked bisque porcelain. The little boy appears 

to be out hunting with his Borzoi with a giant horn 
that accompanies his attire. Measuring 10" tall, 

the pretty Borzoi sits at his side awaiting his 
tally ho command. The Borzoi has a lovely 
fluffy tail and the ears are close to correct. Due 

to it not being a very common statue, I value 
this piece at $50. 

Surely everyone has heard 
of the Royal Doulton 
porcelains as they have 
been in existence since 
at least mid 1800s 
and mostly produced 

porcelain dinnerware. 
I’m uncertain when they ventured into 
the figurine production, but many 
earlier pieces were done in with a 
cobalt blue coloring. This particular 
piece is part of their newer production, 
although this was made in 1996. All true 
Doulton pieces are marked with the let-
ters HN followed by a number for easier 

reference. This particular 
piece is HN3803 and measures 9½" 

tall. My piece was also hand-signed in gold 
by the modeler Murlan Kowski 1997 (as far as 

I can make out). Daisy, as she is titled, came in 
several different hat and matching coat colors 
including pale blue, green pink and yellow and 
her Borzoi are exquisite. The value on this is 
around $150 and is no longer in production. 

Here is another uncommon piece, although 
not quite as pretty as the Doulton. The 
Borzoi isn’t bad, except the ears kind of 
disappear into the neck. I believe they 
sometimes do this because they are 
unsure of how the ear should appear. 
Wearing a pretty sun bonnet, this lady 
has what appears to be a sable Borzoi, 

which is odd for artists to paint. The size is 8½" tall and has a very 
faint stamped blue mark on the bottom, which I am unable to deci-
pher. I’ll be the first to admit I don’t know everything about all of 
the pieces in my collection; especially if I’ve never seen or heard 
about it before, which is the case with this one. My personal value 
of this statue is around $65. 

Another unique item shows this darling little girl 
out for a walk with her Borzoi. It almost appears 
she is giving the dog a hand command to halt so 
may be obedience training. The girl’s outfit is 

adorned in lace similar to the Dresden, Germany 
pieces you often encounter, although this was 
made in Occupied Japan, which would date 
between 1945 and 1952. A very delicate bisque 

porcelain that is uncommon to rare. It is 
9” tall and valued at $75. 

A hunting 
we will go, as long as 
you have your 
trusty Borzoi 

with! This 
woman means serious business 
with rifle in hand and her very 
large Borzoi ready to hit the 
trail. It resembles a typical 
Staffordshire type of porce-
lain; however, it was made 
in Germany. At only 6" tall, it 
is once again a very rare piece 
valued at $75. 

The 
first of the best for last 
is one I simply adore. A 
very colorful item, as you 
can see has a boy who 

appears to be from medieval 
times and obviously of royal 
ancestry. His gorgeous black 

tri-colored Borzoi wears a 
beaded stretch collar, wearing 

from age. A bird watches 
over the two as they discuss 
the events of the day. There 

is a pocket or vase type area 
in the back of the figure. This was done in 

porcelain bisque and measures 8½" tall x 7" wide. Although it 
has no maker’s mark, I would guess it was made in Germany. Yet 
another very rare statue, I value this at $200. 
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BcoA member-owned Borzoi as of August 13, 2013

Rank Number Call Name Name Owner YTD Points
   1 BZ-649 Cameo C’lestial TEC Firecracker of Ryhka FCh ORC Darling/Green 19.00
   2 BZ-592 Weston C’Lestial Wild & Wonderful of Ryhka FCh SC SORC Darling 9.75
   3 BZ-627 Onyxx C’Lestial Starlight Express at Ryhka ORC Darling 6.75
   4 BZ-657 Kiss C’Lestial White Chocolate of Ryhka SC ORC Darling/Green 6.25
   5 BZ-588 Chaya Technetium’s “Ancient” Chaya Sar Ryhka SOR SORC Darling 5.00
   6 BZ-527 Zirconium AuDruid Bremen’s Zirconium of Ryhka SORC4 Darling 3.00
   7 BZ-641 Eclipse ZoiBoyz Eclipse of the Heart JOR Golcher-Thompson 2.00
   7 BZ-643 Rosie Windnsatin End to End Del Sol JOR Childs 2.00
   7 BZ-680 Bolt Starswift Lightning Fulgurite Kur/Bobrowski 2.00
   7 BZ-676 Eden Attaway-Kinobi Running to Paradise Pearce/Peters-Campbell 2.00

uNique zoiTiques coNTiNued from page 3

FC Silkenswift Shimmer In The Night SC 
FCH CGC (B) HP40428303, 01-Jan-
2011 by Silkenswift Blue Kolya x 
Celeritas Bellatrix At Silkenswift SC 
GRC FCH, br: Bonnie Dalzell, ow: 
Frank & Wendy Erdman

CH Sterling Play The Balalaika CGC (B) 
HP30403801, 29-Feb-2008, by CH 
Sterling Emmett Honeycutt RN THD x 
Sterling Crazy Beautiful, br: Lisa Cole 
& Amanda Murphy, ow: Corrine Miller 
& Amanda Murphy

Wild Hunt Creme De La Creme 
At Scheremetjew SC CGC (B) 
HP42278206, 24-Jan-2012, by GCH 
DC Ashtoria Irshbrook Wldhnt Lemans 
RA SC FCH GRC x DC Ashtoria 
Wildhunt Mystery Unveiled RN SC 
FCH SGRC, br: G Ariel Duncan, ow: 
Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson

Wild Hunt Je M’Appelle Janelle CGC (B) 
HP42278208, 24-Jan-2012, by GCH 
DC Ashtoria Irshbrook Wldhnt Lemans 
RA SC FCH GRC x DC Ashtoria 
Wildhunt Mystery Unveiled RN SC 
FCH SGRC, br: G Ariel Duncan, ow: 
Jane Berardi-Malloy & G Ariel Duncan

Wild Hunt Par Excellence At Scheremetjew 
CGC (B) HP42278209, 24-Jan-2012, by 
GCH DC Ashtoria Irshbrook Wldhnt 
Lemans RA SC FCH GRC x DC 
Ashtoria Wildhunt Mystery Unveiled RN 
SC FCH SGRC, br: G Ariel Duncan, ow: 
Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson

Windrift I Am The Wolverine JC CGC (D) 
HP37892403, 3-Jun-2010, by GCH 

New TiTle Holders coNTiNued 
from page 17

Aashtoria Wildhunt 4 Your I’s Only RA 
x CH Windrift Keepin’ The Faith, br: 
Jonathan & Nancy Reimer, ow: Shey & 
Achilles Estrada

Therapy dog (THd)
C’Lestial Blackthorn THD (D) HP40426316, 

14-May-2011, by C’Lestial Pure 
Perfection SC x FC C’Lestial Wheel 
Of Fortune SC LCM GRC JOR, br: Liz 
Green, ow: Cheryl Brooks

Kenai’s California Dreamin’ THD (B) 
HP10607607, 26-May-2004, by CH 
Ryzann’s Eclipse At Kenai x CH 
Timber Ridge’s Abi Of Kenai, br: 
Michelle & John Rowton & Patricia 
Hillyard, ow: Nancy Reynolds

CH Rising Star Yashka CD BN RAE2 
THD CGC (B) HP17628005, 1-Sep-
2005, by CH Rising Star Kajai Priam 
x CH Rising Star’s Liberty Belle, br: 
Nadine Johnson, Ow: Janet Browne.

Hard to decide, but I determined this as the best for this column. A 
remarkably well-detailed and decorated figure with shiny gold cuffs, 
beading and shoes, very fancy plumes in his hat with a lovely cream 

colored Borzoi to match. As rare as the one above, here we 
have a 10" x 8" piece that was so nicely painted, I some-
times find myself just staring at it for long periods of time. 
This is also made of bisque porcelain. I like the fact the dog 

is true to nature showing bonnet ears while at atten-
tion. The only mark is a mold number that I believe 
to be German. Having never seen another, I will 
also place a value of $200 on it.

While there is no actual book that will give you 
exact values on items, that usually rests with the 

person selling the item or the person that wants it 
in their collection. There’s no real scientific cal-
culation that can be made to determine the values 

other than the desire to own such pieces. That means 
it is left up to you, the collector to make that determination. I 

can only give you an idea on values. Until next time, I hope your Borzoi give you plea-
sures beyond your wildest dreams and ask that you give them a giant hug from me!




